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Chapter 2311
It’s embarrassing now, this is really Yue Feng, and I didn’t believe it just now, and I kept
making fun of it.
Sun Ting on the side looked at Yue Feng closely, trembling with confidence, very
happy.
Great, finally someone can prove Yue Feng’s identity.
“Jing’er!”
At this moment, Dugu Hongyu reacted and shouted at Dugu Jing: “Quick, apologize to
Sect Master Yue immediately.”
When he said this, Dugu Hongyu’s eyes were firm and unquestionable. , Dugu Hongyu
has always been very protective of this second son. If it was someone else, he would
never let his son apologize.
But the Yue Feng in front of him is different, and his identity is not trivial. He is not only
the hero of the Earth Circle, the Lord of Tianmen, the Emperor of Xi Cang, and the
Consort of the Southern Cloud Continent. How can such an existence be provoked.
“I…”
Dugujing’s heart was shocked, and he was very resistant. Seeing his father’s
expression, he finally gave in.
When he got to the front, Dugu Jing lowered his head and didn’t look at Yue Feng, and
said, “Yes… I’m sorry, I used to have eyes but didn’t know Mount Tai, which is very
offensive. I hope you don’t remember the villain…”
At this time Dugujing was very aggrieved.
Mad, I was still thinking, let my father vent his anger and teach this kid a good lesson,
but he never expected that this person is really Yue Feng.
Yue Feng smiled and looked at Dugu Jing and said, “Forget it, I didn’t take it to heart at
all.”
After that, Yue Feng said seriously to Dugu Hongyu: “Patriarch Dugu, since I’ve
confirmed my identity, the one from the Chaos Mountains It’s something to think about
as soon as possible.”

This…
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Dugu Hongyu pondered for a while, and hesitated: “Is this matter true or
not, and…” Before he could finish speaking, Yue Feng interrupted: “Patriarch Dugu
doesn’t need to doubt, it’s true. , Otherwise, Yang Jian wouldn’t have sent people, even
Yang Jian is so attached to it, will there be a fake?”
Hearing this, Dugu Hongyu was stunned, and then curiously said: “Sect Master Yue,
your Earth Circle Continent, just now Suspend the war with the Northern Ying
Continent, do you believe in Yang Jian?”
Hmm!
Yue Feng nodded solemnly, then looked at Gonggong next to him, and introduced with
a smile: “It’s about the safety of the Kyushu Continent, why don’t you believe it? This is
Your Excellency Gonggong, who was sent by Yang Jian to investigate the situation in
the Chaos Mountains with me. Everyone should believe it, right?”
Huh!
The voice fell, the whole hall was in an uproar, and everyone watched Gonggong
closely, shocked.
This… is the wonder woman called the god of water by the world, Gonggong?
No wonder it is so sexy and charming, like a fairy.
“Yue Feng, you…” Facing everyone’s respectful gazes, Gonggong didn’t feel the
slightest gratification, but stomped his feet angrily. The real purpose of following Yue
Feng was to assassinate him and not reveal his identity.
However, Yue Feng revealed his identity here.
“Okay!”
At this moment, Dugu Hongyu nodded and said seriously: “In this case, I promise Sect
Master Yue to mobilize people as soon as possible and send them to the Chaos
Mountains.”
Yang Jian and Yue Feng are enemies of each other, and everyone in the Kyushu
continent You know, now Yang Jian is willing to let go of his grievances and send
people to join forces with Yue Feng to prove that the matter of the Chaos Mountains is
not groundless.

Great!
Seeing that Dugu Hongyu finally agreed, Yue Feng showed a smile and was very
happy.
Afterwards, Sun Boye warmly greeted Yue Feng and Gonggong, entertained them with
delicious food and wine, accompanied by Dugu Hongyu, and also asked Yue Feng
about the Chaos Mountains.
As for Dugu Jing, he could only pour tea and water on the side in a lonely way.
Three rounds of wine, five flavors of food.
Yue Feng told Dugu Hongyu what he knew, and also discussed how to jointly deploy
the defense.
At this time, the sky became dark immediately, and Sun Boye immediately ordered his
servants to arrange a room for Yue Feng and Gonggong to rest.
–Late
night, Yuefeng room.
After drinking a lot of wine in the afternoon, Yue Feng was sleeping soundly.
At this moment, a slender figure slowly opened the door and walked in.
Through the moonlight, I saw a beautiful and cold face, with a tight and sexy body, it
was Gonggong.
Looking at Yue Feng lying there, Gong Gong held a dagger tightly and approached
slowly. Hearing Yue Feng’s even breathing, Gonggong bit his lip tightly, and there was a
hint of coldness in his eyes.
On the way to Zhongyuan Continent, Gonggong couldn’t find a suitable opportunity to
assassinate Yue Feng because of Qiongqi guarding him. Tonight, the opportunity finally
came.
This is the mansion of the Sun family. In the afternoon, Yue Feng and Dugu Hongyu
were drinking together. Yue Feng was going to die here. The Sun family and the Dugu
family were inseparable from each other, and no one would suspect himself.
Chapter 2312
When he got to the bed, Gonggong raised his dagger and wanted to stab hard, but
hesitated again.

At this time, Gong Gong bit his lip tightly and looked at Yue Feng, as if he was talking to
himself: “If I kill him, Xi Cang Continent, Earth Circle Continent, and even Nan Yun
Continent will surely fall into chaos… “
Being with Yue Feng in the past few days, Gonggong gradually became clear about his
personality. Although he was always smiling, he was unequivocal at critical moments,
especially in the Kyushu mainland.
For the safety of the Kyushu Continent and to unite the forces of all parties, he traveled
thousands of miles and came to the Zhongyuan Continent alone to persuade the Dugu
family. In the past two days, he was ridiculed and ridiculed by so many people. But they
all endured.
If such a person were to be killed, it would be a loss to the continent of Kyushu.
But… if you don’t kill it, how will you explain it to Yang Jian when you go back?
call!
Just as Gonggong was holding the dagger and hesitated, Yue Feng, who was lying
there, also sighed secretly.
Yue Feng has gone through a lot over the years and acted very cautiously. In addition,
Pang Tong reminded him when he left the Earth Circle, so these days, he has been on
guard against Gonggong. When Gonggong entered the room just now, Yue Feng woke
up.
The reason why he didn’t move was because Yue Feng wanted to stop by stillness and
attack him later.
However, seeing Gonggong standing there dumbfounded for a long time, Yue Feng
couldn’t bear it any longer.
Ugh!
Yue Feng sighed softly, sat up slowly, and looked at Gong Gong with a smile: “Your
Excellency Gong Gong, come to my room in the middle of the night without saying hello,
what do you want to do? Ouch? Still holding a knife? What do you want? Kill me.”
Gong Gong was taken aback, he never expected that Yue Feng would wake up
suddenly, he had already hidden his breath, he could not have noticed.
At this time, Gonggong still didn’t know that Yue Feng was already showing signs of
breaking through the Tribulation Realm, and he could feel any disturbance.

“That’s right, I’m here to kill you.” Gong Gong reacted quickly, let out a coquettish cry,
raised the dagger in his hand, and stabbed directly at Yue Feng’s heart.
Originally, Gonggong was a little hesitant, but when Yue Feng discovered it, he no
longer hesitated.
Chi…
The dagger drew a cold light, and it was about to stab Yue Feng’s heart.
At this critical moment, Yue Feng smiled slightly, his body flashed, and he avoided it
very flexibly, at an extremely fast speed.
What?
At this moment, Gong Gong’s delicate body trembled, and she was very surprised. She
clearly felt that Yue Feng’s strength was obviously much stronger than before.
Could it be that… Yue Feng is about to break through the Tribulation Transcendence
Realm?
“Tsk tsk… Your Excellency Gonggong, we have been with you all the way for the past
few days, and we will fight against the Rakshasa together in the future. In my heart,
seeing you is more cordial than seeing my woman. You are actually going to kill me
now. Me?” At this moment, Yue Feng stood there, looking at Gonggong with a halfsmile, and opened his mouth to tease.
Pooh!
Hearing this, Gonggong’s beautiful face suddenly turned red. This Yue Feng is really
not serious, and he dares to make fun of himself.
Thinking about it, Gonggong’s internal power exploded, and he was astonished. When
he came to Yue Feng, he slapped it with a palm!
“Come back?”
Yue Feng laughed, not panicking at all, but Gonggong’s palm was too fast to avoid. At
that time, Yue Feng could only use his internal strength to greet him with a palm.
boom!
The two palms touched each other and made a dull vibration. At this moment, Gong
Gong’s delicate body stepped back several steps, and his face was instantly ugly!

Gong Gong’s guess was good, Yue Feng was about to break through the Tribulation
Transcendence Realm, and Chun Yang’s internal strength was extremely pure. With
that palm just now, Gong Gong was not his opponent!
“You…”
Gonggong only felt the chest tightness, stabilized his figure, looked at Yue Feng in
shock and anger, his beautiful face was full of incredible!
Chapter 2313
This .. how is this possible!
The last time I fought against Yue Feng was half a year ago. At that time, I broke out
with all my strength and was on a par with him, but now, I can’t even catch Yue Feng’s
palm.
How could this be?
Yue Feng chuckled and looked at Gonggong: “Are you still fighting? I advise you to give
up, you are not my opponent!” The
voice fell, Yue Feng rushed over, quickly raised his hand, and clicked on Gonggong’s
acupoint. twice.
In an instant, Gonggong’s body froze, unable to move at all.
“Why did you come to kill me?” Yue Feng sat on the chair, looking at Gong Gong, and
said lightly: “Be honest, don’t think about finding a reason to fool me.”
Gong Gong snorted and did not respond . .
Yue Feng frowned, picked up the dagger that fell on the ground, and placed it directly
on Gong Gong’s neck!
Feeling the chill from the dagger, Gong Gong’s face didn’t show any waves: “If you want
to kill me, do it quickly. Don’t talk nonsense!” He failed to assassinate himself, and the
task given by Yang Jian was considered a failure, but he must not tell the truth. .
If Yue Feng knew that the person who killed was Yang Jian, and there was a gap
between the two sides, it would be difficult to fight against the Rakshasa together.
Huh ..
Yue Feng frowned, this woman doesn’t eat hard.

“If you don’t kill me, just let me go.” Gonggong said coldly. Although he was acupointed,
his tone was extremely cold, how could he look like a prisoner?
Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing: “Gonggong, you are unreasonable. You killed me first,
and now I have caught me, and you want me to let you go? Do you think it is possible?
Let you go too. Yes, you just need to tell me why you killed me. As long as you say it, I
will give you a solution right away.”
“Don’t say it.” Another two short words came from Gonggong’s mouth.
Nima!
Yue Feng was completely impatient, and immediately hugged Gonggong.
“What are you doing? Don’t touch me.” Gong Gong suddenly panicked. He was as
innocent as jade. He was honored by the world as the existence of the water god. He
was held by a man.
However, what made her shocked and angry was still behind. He saw Yue Feng
chuckle and looked at her playfully: “What are you talking about? It’s so late, so
naturally I’m going to bed!” As
he said that, Yue Feng carried Gong Gong to bed.
I have to say that Gonggong is worthy of being a famous goddess of the rivers and
lakes, with a beautiful face and a very good figure. Thinking of this woman
assassinating him, Yue Feng thought about taking care of her. The more angry she
was, the happier Yue Feng felt.
Gonggong couldn’t struggle, his face flushed with anger: “You, you let me go!”
Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing, and shook his head deliberately: “This is not good,
you assassinate me, disturb my sleep, as punishment, you Rest with me!”
Hearing this, Gong Gong almost burst into tears, biting his lip so hard that he was about
to bleed.
Yue Feng wanted to be mad at her, but he didn’t really want to sleep with her.
At this moment, seeing that she was about to cry, Yue Feng smiled and said, “Tell me,
why did you kill me? As long as you say it, I will untie your acupuncture point!
Otherwise, I will have to hold you to sleep.”
As he said that, Yue Feng shook his head and said to himself proudly: “Tsk tsk, Your
Excellency the Water God, you are in good shape. I don’t know how many men in the

world are dreaming about it, but I didn’t expect that Yue Feng would be able to hold him
to sleep. A lifetime is worth it.”
“You…” The
voice fell, Gonggong’s face was hot, like a burning cloud, and his heart was extremely
embarrassed and angry.
This bastard is getting more and more presumptuous!
However, if he didn’t say anything, he would sleep with him.
Seeing her hesitant face, Yue Feng lay on the bed, looked at her with a smile, and said,
“If you don’t say anything, I’ll hug you to sleep. Guess, tomorrow morning, the people of
the Sun family, What do you think when you see the dignified water god in my bed? It
must be a big news, I guess, this kind of big news will definitely spread to the Kyushu
continent soon.”
Chapter 2314
“You!” Gonggong is not good.
Rogue!
This Yue Feng is a rogue! At this time, Gonggong only hated himself for being careless
for a while. He failed to act decisively just now, but now he has been humiliated by him.
Gonggong gas is not good, staring at Yue Feng. If eyes can kill, it is estimated that Yue
Feng is riddled with holes.
“You are really stubborn.” Yue Feng said with a smile: “Okay, let’s rest together.” As
soon as he finished speaking, he was about to get into the bed!
Seeing this scene, Gonggong was in a hurry and almost blurted out: “Yue Feng,
don’t…I say, I say! Yes…Yang Jian sent me here.”
Phew!
Hearing this, Yue Feng took a deep breath and chuckled: “Actually, if you don’t say it, I
know that he sent it.” After speaking
, Yue Feng was a little helpless and a little angry: “Since Yang Jian has been with me,
After the truce, I decided to send troops to guard the Chaos Mountains and join forces
with other continents to guard against the Rakshasa, why would you kill me?”

“He…” Gonggong bit his lip tightly, not looking at Yue Feng, and said in a low voice
“Your Majesty thinks that you are his greatest threat. If you fight against the Rakshasa
clan, you will definitely have made great achievements in the war. When that time
comes, your statement and prestige will overwhelm him.” After speaking, Gonggong let
out
a sigh of relief and continued: “If If I kill you, the continent of Kyushu will be Yang Jian
alone.”
Nima!
Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help but scolded in his heart, this Yang Jian is really a
sinister hypocrite, he has stopped fighting on the surface, but secretly sent someone to
assassinate him! Too shameless.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng stretched out his hand and quickly unlocked Gonggong’s
acupoint.
“Go back and tell Yang Jian that you really want to kill me, come here openly and
honestly, don’t do this secretly.” Yue Feng’s face was cold and arrogant, and he said to
Gonggong.
Gong Gong bit his lip and didn’t respond.
Seeing Gonggong’s expression, Yue Feng’s tone softened: “The task that Yang Jian
sent you failed, if you go back, Yang Jian will definitely not spare you, why don’t you go
back to the Northern Ying Continent and go directly to the Chaos Mountains with me.”
Yue Feng knew that Gonggong had been hesitating before the bed just now, and he
didn’t want to kill himself.
To be honest, although Gonggong is aloof and a bit arrogant and domineering on
weekdays, in terms of the righteousness of Kyushu, he has a very positive concept and
is still very admirable.
It would be a pity for such a woman to be disposed of by Yang Jian.
“My business, I’ll handle it myself.” Gong Gong quickly got out of bed, tidied up some
messy clothes, his face was red: “You don’t have to worry about it.” The
voice fell, Gong Gong picked up the dagger on the table, as if frightened The rabbit left
the room as if running away.
Haha…

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing, this Gong Gong’s angry look was
quite charming.
Having finally figured out the purpose of Gonggong staying by his side, Yue Feng’s
heart was full of joy. Finally, he didn’t need to be vigilant at all times, so he just lay on
the bed and rested.
Yue Feng firmly believes that Gonggong is a person who needs face very much. After
the assassination is revealed, he will not plot against himself again.
the other side.
Gong Gong left the room and went to the outside yard, with a bit of worry on his delicate
face.
How to do? If he failed to kill Yue Feng, if he went back like this, His Majesty would be
furious, and he would be punished.
But if you don’t go back, it’s pointless to stay.
Um?
Suddenly, Gonggong turned his head and saw a black flag nailed to a tree not far away.
The flag was only the size of a palm, and the shape of a dragon was vaguely
embroidered on it.
Chapter 2315
Gonggong’s tender body trembled, of course she recognized this flag, it was the dragon
flag that Yang Jian mobilized the army, and now, the dragon flag appeared here, don’t
think about it, it must be His Majesty’s arrival.
Thinking about it, Gonggong felt a little flustered, then walked over, pulled out the
dragon flag, and quietly left the Sun house.
When they got outside, Gonggong saw some dragon flags. These dragon flags were
nailed to some hidden places, obviously guiding Gonggong.
A few minutes later, Gonggong was guided by these dragon flags to a wood in the east
of Tianzhong City.
“Master Gonggong.”
As soon as he arrived in the woods, he heard a cold voice, and then, a man in a black
robe walked out slowly, with a gloomy face and a good aura.

It was Zhang Jiao.
Gonggong had been gone for three days, and there was still no news of the successful
assassination of Yue Feng. Yang Jian couldn’t wait any longer, so he sent Zhang Jiao
over to inquire about the situation. When necessary, let him secretly assist Gonggong.
“Master!”
Seeing Zhang Jiao, Gong Gong’s delicate body trembled faintly and greeted politely.
Seeing that Yang Jian was not there in person, Gonggong was a little fortunate, but he
did not dare to be presumptuous in the face of Zhang Jiao.
You must know that Zhang Jiao was regarded by Yang Jian as a military advisor, and
he was in charge of all the troops in the Northern Ying Continent. For some things, even
Yang Jian had to obey his arrangements, which was completely under one person and
over ten thousand people.
“Assassination of Yue Feng, how’s it going?” Zhang Jiao asked with an expressionless
face, “I just learned that you and Yue Feng were entertained by the Sun family here, so
I left a dragon flag at the Sun family to guide you. Come and ask.”
Gong Gong bit his lip tightly, unable to hide his embarrassment and shame: “Reporting
to the military commander, I failed in the assassination just now, so Yue Feng is very
alert…”
Immediately afterwards, Gonggong explained the situation at that time, but of course,
he did not say that he was caught and humiliated by Yue Feng.
What? Assassination failed?
Hearing this, Zhang Jiao was stunned.
“So, Yue Feng asked you to send a message to His Majesty, and will part ways with you
tomorrow morning?” Zhang Jiao asked lightly, frowning at the same time and thinking
about something.
Gong Gong nodded, feeling very anxious.
Zhang Jiao, he won’t force himself to go back and ask Yang Jian for sin, right?
“Don’t panic, we still have a chance!”
Just as Gonggong was thinking about it secretly, Zhang Jiao smiled and looked at her
and said, “Tomorrow morning, I will set up an ambush in the outskirts of Tianzhong City,
where you must pass. At that time, you can cooperate with me.”

Huh?
Gonggong’s tender body trembled and stared blankly at Zhang Jiao: “Master, do you
still want to do it?”
Yes, after the assassination failed, Gonggong completely gave up the idea of
assassinating Yue Feng, not only for face, but in At this time, the Kyushu Continent
cannot be without Yue Feng. You must know that Yue Feng has extremely high
attainments in the formation of troops. With him, it will be easier for the Kyushu
Continent to resist the Rakshasa clan. If he dies, it will be a loss for the Kyushu
Continent.
“What?” Noticing Gonggong’s expression, Zhang Jiao looked at her up and down, and
said solemnly, “You don’t want to kill him? You won’t be turned against by Yue Feng,
betray your majesty, and secretly join Yue Feng?”
Huh!
Gong Gong suddenly panicked, and quickly shook his head: “The military advisor has
misunderstood. I am loyal to Your Majesty. How could I betray? I just think that now the
enemy is now, we should not deal with Yue Feng first.”
See Gong Gong With a sincere expression on his face, Zhang Jiao is no longer
suspicious, but still firmly said: “In that case, you just follow the instructions and
cooperate with me tomorrow morning.”
With that, Zhang Jiao explained his plan in detail.
Gonggong resisted in his heart, but in the current situation, he had to agree.
Half an hour later, Zhang Jiao finished talking about the plan and made a few special
explanations, and then let Gonggong return to Sun’s house.

